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This seminar is composed of two parts. In the first part, I will
present our research group’s studies on broadband plasmonic
structures and surfaces, which have uses in many practical
applications, including thin-film photovoltaics, non-linear
optics, surface enhanced spectroscopy techniques, and
ultrafast pulse shaping. Plasmonic structures generally have
narrow and sharp resonances, however, in recent years there
has been significant research on novel designs for broadband
plasmonic structures. In this part of the presentation, various
broadband plasmonic structures are introduced, their physical
mechanisms are interpreted and several practical applications
are demonstrated.
In the second part of the seminar, I will present our research
group’s studies on cool plasmonic transducers. The heating
of plasmonic transducers can result in both performance
and reliability issues in practical plasmonic applications. For
example in heat assisted magnetic recording, an emerging
data storage technology, localized optical spots are obtained
via plasmonic transducers. However, during this process
plasmonic transducers are heated, and this results in a
performance reduction. In this part of the presentation, we
discuss various plasmonic transducers and provide heat-sink
designs to reduce their heating.
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